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ABSTRACT: Calendering battery electrodes improves electronic transport and energy density while increasing the ionic resistance in the pore space. In hierarchically structured electrodes, the open porosity of the active material particles offers additional ionic transport paths. However, there is a lack of knowledge about the interaction between these pores and the porosity surrounding the particles. Considering both inter- and intragranular pore space, we combine a Doyle–Fuller–Newman cell model with experimental discharge curves to show that ionic transport paths in hierarchically structured electrodes change with compaction and the discharge rate. If the intergranular porosity is high, it carries most of the ionic current from the separator to the current collector. The intragranular porosity ensures ionic transport into the porous particles. High compaction of a hierarchically structured electrode leads to an increasing contribution of the intragranular pores to ionic transport across the electrode with a rising discharge rate. This study offers a modeling approach to explore the optimum calendering process for different types of hierarchically structured electrode materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During production, granular battery electrodes are mechanically compressed. This calendering step reduces the porosity and ensures good contact among the active material, electronically conductive additives, and current collector. As a result, the volumetric energy density increases and the electronic conductivity through the electrode improves. However, calendering also aggravates the resistance for ionic transport in the pore space by raising the tortuosity.

Electrode architecture affects the ionic resistance of the battery electrodes. Examples are laser-induced grooves or the morphology of the active material particles. For the special case of particles which possess an open porosity, the tortuosity at a given electrode porosity is higher than in electrodes with compact particles. These hierarchically structured electrodes incorporate two classes of pores: the intragranular porosity within the particles and the intergranular porosity between the particles. The intragranular porosity enhances access to the active material and mitigates limitations due to solid diffusion. Consequently, the specific capacity increases, especially at high insertion and extraction rates. Contrary to electrodes consisting of loose nanoparticles, hierarchically structured electrodes maintain access to the primary particle surfaces during cycling and require less carbon and binder additives. Hierarchical electrode designs have been applied to a multitude of innovative battery technologies, including sodium, potassium, zinc, and lithium-sulfur batteries.

Calendering hierarchically structured electrodes initially reduces the intergranular pore space while the porous particles...
remain intact. They may undergo a plastic-like deformation to eliminate intergranular pores while maintaining their original intragranular porosity. Schneider et al. found a strong increase in tortuosity when the intergranular porosity is eliminated at an electrode porosity of around 0.3. The small intragranular pore size causes a higher tortuosity than the large intergranular pores at the same porosity. Below electrode porosities of 0.3, intragranular porosity may change due to massive compression or fracture. Despite these insights into ionic transport in hierarchically structured electrodes, the interplay of intra- and intergranular porosity during ionic transport has not yet been understood.

Multiple methods are available to model transport through a hierarchy of pores. A widely used approach is pore network models, which simplify a porous medium to a network of pore bodies and pore throats of different sizes capturing the relevant features of the transport. Meyers and Liapis developed a pore network model to study columns packed with chromatographic porous particles. Sadeghi et al. investigated the reactive transport in a hierarchically porous catalyst with a pore network model. More detailed models spatially resolve the hierarchical structure. Examples include modeling reactive transport in micro-/mesoporous materials with added macropores by the lattice Boltzmann method. Dynamic Monte Carlo simulations of mass transfer in a network of mesopores within a microporous continuum, or molecular simulation of transport in different hierarchically porous structures under a pressure gradient. Tallarek et al. combined molecular dynamics with Brownian dynamics to derive effective diffusion coefficients in hierarchically structured materials. Gritti and Guiochon compared and developed several models for macroscopic sample diffusion in chromatographic columns packed with fully and superficially porous particles. However, these approaches require time-consuming model building or numerically expensive simulations. In contrast, explicit formulas for effective transport through hierarchically porous structures allow easy integration in multiphysics models. Combining the Maxwell equation and conductivity measurements, Barrande et al. developed an explicit expression for the tortuosity of a suspension of porous particles. But this expression lacks the possibility to include additional impermeable phases like carbon additives or binder, which are used in battery electrodes.

Modeling hierarchically structured battery electrodes can predict the local change in concentration within the electrolyte over time. So far, modeling works focused on a single porous particle or only slightly calendered electrodes. However, realistic applications require high compaction to achieve a sufficient energy density. Here, we present a modified continuum cell model to uncover to what extent intra- and intergranular pores contribute to the ionic transport across the electrode. It includes a newly developed explicit expression for effective ionic transport through hierarchically porous structures based on the M-factor concept. This expression assumes parallel ionic transport through intra- and intergranular pores. Also, we consider the simpler assumption that ionic transport mainly takes place in intergranular pores only. Comparing both assumptions in terms of the resulting salt concentration distribution in the electrolyte as well as cell performance, we will show that ionic transport paths depend on the degree of electrode compaction and on the discharge rate. With increasing compaction and rates, the ionic transport direction in intragranular pores shifts from transport into the particles to transport through the particles. Therefore, the intragranular porosity contributes to the ionic transport across highly calendered electrodes, which has to be taken into account in cell models.

2. METHODS

We employed a Doyle–Fuller–Newman cell model for hierarchically structured electrodes. Concerning ionic transport from the separator to the current collector (coordinate $x$), the model describes conservation of ionic mass (concentration $c_i$) and charge (electrochemical potential $\psi_i$) in the electrolyte of volume fraction $v_e$ over time $t$ by

$$
\frac{\partial c_i}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( D_{i,eff} \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial x} \right) + e_i \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}
$$

(1)

Ions may leave this path by transport into the spherically symmetric and porous active material particles, which is accounted for by the sink terms $\psi_{fm}$ and $-\psi_{fh}$. The effective diffusivity $D_{i,eff}$ and the effective conductivity $\kappa_{i,eff}$ of the electrolyte determine the magnitude of effective ionic transport. The original model assumes effective ionic transport from the separator to the current collector in the intergranular pores (Figure 1, intergranular transport) in the form

$$
D_{i,eff} = M^{\text{inter}} D
$$

(3)

with M-factor $M^{\text{inter}}$, which reduces the bulk property $D$ according to the intergranular pore network. This purely intergranular transport occurs when all of the ions entering the porous particles are consumed by the electrochemical intercalation reaction on the way inside. If the ionic current exceeds this amount, part of the ions will travel through the electrolyte and contribute to the overall ionic current from the separator to the current collector. This additional transport path will decrease the ionic resistance of the electrode. Therefore, we assumed parallel transport through the porous particles and through the intergranular pores (Figure 1, combined transport)

$$
D_{i,eff} = M^{\text{comb}} D = (M^{\text{inter}} + M^{\text{intra}}) D
$$

(4)

with M-factor $M^{\text{comb}}$ for a combined intra- plus intergranular ionic transport. The partial M-factor $M^{\text{intra}}$ describes the effective ionic transport through the network of porous particles, which depends on two factors. First, the intragranular pore network possesses an intrinsic tortuosity described by the $M$-factor $M^{\text{intra}}$. Due to the small

Figure 1. Schematic of possible ionic transport paths across the electrode thickness: main ionic transport through intergranular pores (intergranular transport) or significant contribution by intragranular pores (combined transport).
intragranular pore size, $M^1$ is lower than $M^\text{inter}$ at the same porosity (Section S2). Second, bottlenecks at the contact regions of two porous particles will further reduce the effective ionic transport through the particle network. The M-factor of interconnected spherical particles of the same size follows the fit formula\cite{35}:

$$M^\text{particles} = (e_{\text{pos}}^{\text{mass}} - 0.62)^{0.801 + 0.322 \frac{\theta}{\theta_0} - 13.88^{\frac{1}{4.37 - \theta}}}$$

(5)

where $e_{\text{pos}}^{\text{mass}}$ is the volume fraction of the particles and percolation threshold 0.62. The mean contact angle $\theta$ can be calculated via the fit formula\cite{35}:

$$\theta = \frac{\ln(\frac{15.625}{1 - \frac{\theta_0}{\theta}} - 43.277)}{0.166}$$

(6)

For $\theta < 0$, $M^\text{particles}$ is set to zero since there is no percolation among the particles. Combining all partial M-factors yields the overall M-factor for intra- plus intergranular transport

$$M^\text{combi} = M^\text{inter} + M^\text{particles} M^\text{II}$$

(7)

We applied eqs 4 and 7 to all effective ionic transport properties $D_{\text{eff}}$, $\kappa_{\text{eff}}$, and $\kappa_{\text{D,eff}}$ in the model (eqs 1 and 2).

We accounted for a changing contact resistance between the electrode and current collector during calendering, which contributed to a decrease in electrode resistivity\cite{11} (Table 1). The contact resistance $R_c$ leads to a potential drop at the interface depending on the applied current $i_{\text{app}}$

$$\Delta \phi = R_{\text{cont,app}}$$

(8)

which affects the acquired cell voltage (Figure 2).

| Table 1. Electrode Characteristics at Different Calendering Steps\cite{5,11} |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| calendering | uncalendered (mm) | Cal-1 | Cal-2 | Cal-3 |
| electrode thickness $L^{\text{pos}}$ | 89 | 69 | 57 | 52 |
| intergranular porosity $e_{\text{pos}}^{\text{II}}$ | 0.435 | 0.271 | 0.118 | 0.032 |
| volume fraction of porous particles $e_{\text{pos}}^{\text{mass}}$ | 0.487 | 0.628 | 0.760 | 0.834 |
| volume fraction of NMC111 $e_{\text{pos}}^{\text{III}}$ | 0.272 | 0.351 | 0.424 | 0.465 |
| volume fraction of additives $e_{\text{pos}}^{\text{IV}}$ | 0.078 | 0.101 | 0.122 | 0.134 |
| total porosity $e_{\text{pos}}^{\text{V}}$ | 0.650 | 0.548 | 0.454 | 0.401 |
| contact resistance $R_{\text{cont}}$ [Ω m$^2$] | 0.0060 | 0.0020 | 0.0010 | 0.0008 |
| total resistivity $R$ [Ω m] | 50 | 8 | 5 | 4 |

Figure 2. Schematic of electronic potential over cell thickness with potential drop due to contact resistance between the electrode and current collector.

The diffusivity of lithium ions in the considered active material LiNi$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$O$_2$ (NMC111) changes around 1.5 orders of magnitude depending on the degree of lithiation.\cite{36} We employed a piecewise fit

$$D_{\text{f}}[\text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}] = \begin{cases} 10^{-6} & \text{for } l \leq 0.5 \\ 10^{-7.5}l^{3.5} + 3.75 \times 10^{-7} & 0.5 < l < 0.7 \\ 10^{-1.5} \times 10^6 & l \geq 0.7 \end{cases}$$

(9)

with a fitting parameter $a$ to account for the variation.

We studied hierarchically structured electrodes, which contained modified NM-3100 (NMC111) by Toda Kogyo Corp., C-ENERGY Super C65 (carbon black) and C-ENERGY KS6L (graphite) by Imerys Graphite & Carbon, Switzerland, and Solef 5130 (PVDF binder) by Solvay S.A. The total solid content in the slurry amounted to 20.4 vol % with a 3.3 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ BET surface area\cite{31} of the active material powder. Previous publications report detailed experimental characterization and synthesis of the electrodes\cite{11} as well as electrodes with a similar active material.\cite{5,6} After coating and drying, the electrodes were calendered to three different porosities (Cal-1, Cal-2, and Cal-3). When calendering hierarchically structured electrodes to electrode porosities above 0.3, the intergranular porosity reduces while the particles stay intact.\cite{11} Particles may even undergo plastic-like deformation without disintegrating. Only after eliminating most of the intergranular porosity, the intragranular porosity decreases with further compaction.\cite{5} Therefore, we assumed that the intragranular porosity $e_{\text{int}}^{\text{mass}}$ for all calendered electrodes remains constant at 0.442, which is the intergranular porosity of the active material powder.\cite{11} From the mass and size of the electrodes as well as the densities of active material and additives, we calculated the volume fractions of intergranular pores, porous particles, and additives (Table 1). Section S2 lists further properties of the investigated cells. Upon cycling, NMC111 undergoes very little volume change. When lithium atoms intercalate in the crystal structure, the $a$-lattice expands. At the same time, the $c$-lattice shrinks due to electrostatic repulsion of the oxygen layers.\cite{37} This anisotropic behavior results in a volume change of no more than 1%,\cite{38,39,40} Therefore, we could assume that the volume fractions remained constant during cell discharge.

The hierarchically structured cell model with both assumptions for ionic transport was fitted to experimental discharge curves of the slightly calendered electrode Cal-1 at 1 C and 7 C (Figure 3). For $a = 14.4$ (eq 9) and an active material electronic conductivity of $\sigma^{\text{act}} = 3 \times 10^{-5}$ S m$^{-1}$, the models yielded results similar to those of the experiment. The values of the two fitting parameters comply with measurements of the diffusivity\cite{41} and electronic conductivity\cite{42} of NMC111. The models reproduced the beginning of the 1 C discharge and the entire 7 C discharge. However, for the 1 C discharge, they overestimated the specific capacity of the cell. Overall, we found the model to be suitable to describe the electrochemical processes within the hierarchically structured electrode.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The M-factor $M^\text{combi}$ (eq 7) for combined intra- plus intergranular ionic transport varies with intergranular porosity during calendering (Figure 4). Part of this results from the partial M-factor $M^\text{inter}$ of the intergranular pore network, which depends on the amount of available porosity. Above an intergranular porosity of 0.245, the network of porous particles shows no percolation. Therefore, the partial M-factor $M^\text{particles}$ is zero, and both assumptions for ionic transport yield the same overall M-factor. Below the intergranular porosity of 0.245, the intergranular porosity also influences the intragranular portion of the M-factor. Calendering increases the volume fraction and interconnectedness of the porous particles in the electrode. Therefore, the M-factor $M^\text{particles}$ rises with decreasing intergranular porosity. As a result, the effective combined intra- plus intergranular ionic transport yields an increasingly higher M-factor than the purely intergranular assumption. The intragranular pores carry a higher fraction of the ionic current.
with decreasing intergranular porosity. Upon complete elimination of the intergranular porosity, when the purely intergranular assumption yields zero effective ionic transport, an $M$-factor of 0.19 remains for the realistic assumption of combined intra- plus intergranular transport. This is close to the Hashin–Shtrikman upper bound for material properties of multiphase systems. With an intergranular porosity of 0.2648, electrode Cal-1 experiences the same effective ionic transport for both purely intergranular and the combined intra- plus intergranular assumption (Figure 4). Ionic transport properties of the electrode directly correlate with salt concentration profiles in the electrolyte, where good ionic transport leads to a high salt concentration with little gradient across the electrode thickness. Consequently, there was no difference in electrolyte salt concentration between the two assumptions even at a high discharge rate of 10 C (Figure 5a). Ionic transport from the separator to the current collector takes place in the intergranular pores of electrode Cal-1. The equality of effective ionic transport also leads to the same discharge curves (Figure 5b) for both assumptions. Section S3 provides the results for all three electrodes at all investigated discharge rates.

Electrode Cal-2 with a higher degree of compaction developed lower electrolyte salt concentrations compared with electrode Cal-1. This effect can be attributed to the decrease in effective ionic transport during calendering, since a thinner electrode without compaction would typically lead to a more even salt concentration profile and therefore to a mitigation of ionic transport limitations. Furthermore, electrode Cal-2 experiences a difference between the two assumptions for ionic transport (Figure 6). Already at a 1 C discharge, the purely intergranular assumption considerably underestimated the salt concentration in the electrode compared with the combined intra- plus intergranular assumption (Figure 6b). Faster discharge of 3 C (Figure 6c) and 5 C (Figure 6d) leads to large differences in electrolyte salt concentration. With an intergranular porosity of 0.1100 (Table 1), we expect combined intra-plus intergranular transport at high discharge rates (Figure 4) for electrode Cal-2. The decreasing intergranular porosity forces more ions to travel through porous particles, so a certain amount of them cross particles without being intercalated into the active material and are available for intercalation in subsequent active material particles.

Further compaction of the electrode extended the observed trend of a higher portion of intragranular ionic transport with a...
rising C-rate and compaction. For electrode Cal-3, the combined intra- plus intergranular assumption yielded a more homogeneous salt concentration across the cell and thus a higher salt concentration in the positive electrode region, compared to the purely intergranular assumption. Already at C/2, the purely intergranular assumption strongly deviated from the combined intra- plus intergranular assumption (Figure 7b). Even at this low discharge rate, the

Figure 6. Salt concentration in the electrolyte of electrode Cal-2 at the end of a (a) C/20, (b) 1 C, (c) 3 C, and (d) 5 C discharge.

Figure 7. Salt concentration in the electrolyte of electrode Cal-3 at the end of a (a) C/20, (b) C/2, (c) 1 C, and (d) 2 C discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>electrode</th>
<th>discharge rate</th>
<th>experiment</th>
<th>intragranular + intergranular</th>
<th>intergranular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cal-2</td>
<td>3 C</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>472 (+5%)</td>
<td>462 (+3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal-2</td>
<td>5 C</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>361 (-10%)</td>
<td>326 (-19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal-3</td>
<td>C/2</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>593 (+11%)</td>
<td>589 (+10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal-3</td>
<td>2 C</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>529 (+14%)</td>
<td>393 (-15%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intragranular pores contribute significantly to the ionic current from the separator to the current collector. Intermediate discharge rates of 1 C (Figure 7c) and 2 C (Figure 7d) showed an extreme difference between the two assumptions for the ionic transport, which indicates that a large portion of ionic current moves through the intragranular pores. The intragranular porosity dominates the effective ionic transport because of the low intergranular porosity of 0.0244 (Table 1 and Figure 4).

Up to intermediate discharge rates, both assumptions for the ionic transport yielded similar energy densities of electrode Cal-2 compared with the experiment. At 3 C, the deviation lay below 5% (Table 2). The purely intergranular prediction of the discharge curve only showed a slightly lower cell voltage than the combined intra- plus intergranular prediction (Figure 8a). The energy density obtained by the purely intergranular assumptions became unrealistic at 5 C when the model predicted partial salt depletion of the electrolyte (Figure 6d). This causes the intercalation to come to a halt, yielding a significantly different discharge curve compared to the experiment (Figure 8b) with a 19% deviation in energy density (Table 2). Assuming combined intra- plus intergranular transport better predicted the experimental discharge curve with only 10% deviation in energy density.

The discharge curve of electrode Cal-3 at 2 C resulting from the purely intergranular assumption had no similarity to the experimental results, while the combined intra- plus intergranular assumption closely matched them (Figure 8d). When determining the energy density, the purely intergranular assumption underestimated the experimental value at 2 C by 15% (Table 2). Up to a C/2 discharge, both assumptions yielded a higher energy density compared to the experiment (Figure 8c) due to the tendency of the models to overestimate the specific capacity at intermediate discharge rates (compare Section 2). Again, the deviation of the modeled discharge curve and the underestimation of energy density occurred when the purely intergranular assumption led to salt depletion of the electrolyte in regions close to the current collector (Figure 7d).

The assumption of combined intra- plus intergranular ionic transport is essential to accurately predict the discharge behavior of hierarchically structured electrodes at a high compaction and high discharge rate. In these cases, the purely intergranular assumption severely underestimates the effective ionic transport from the separator to the current collector, which results in an unrealistically low rate of intercalation. Slow discharge may lead to the same prediction of discharge curves and energy density for both assumptions, even though they result in different profiles of the electrolyte salt concentration. Salt concentration is more sensitive to effective ionic transport than the observed discharge behavior. If the intergranular porosity lies above 0.245, then ionic transport from the separator to the current collector takes place in the intergranular pores, so the purely intergranular assumption correctly predicts the discharge behavior of the cell.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we aimed to elucidate ionic transport paths in hierarchically structured electrodes. We found that there are different scenarios, depending on the discharge rate and the intergranular porosity of the electrode. In electrodes with a high intergranular porosity, the ionic current from the separator to the current collector mainly takes place in these pores. The porosity within the particles transports only the ions from the intergranular pores to the particle centers, while they are successively consumed on the way by intercalation into the active material. Calendered electrodes with a reduced intergranular porosity display this behavior only at low discharge rates. Increasing the discharge rate leads to a transition from the purely intergranular transport mode to combined intra- plus intergranular ionic transport across the electrode. Highly calendered electrodes experience this transition at lower discharge rates. For calendered hierarchically structured electrodes, continuum cell models have to
account for the ionic transport through porous particles to accurately predict the cell performance, in particular at high levels of calendering and high discharge rates. The presented approach enables a realistic prediction of cell performance close to the optimal degree of calendering.
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